Differential proteomic analysis in human cells subjected to ribosomal stress.
The biochemical phenotype of cells affected by ribosomal stress has not yet been studied in detail. Here we report a comparative proteomic analysis of cell lines silenced for the RPS19 gene versus cell lines transfected with scramble shRNA cells performed using the DIGE technology integrated to bioinformatics tools. Importantly, to achieve the broadest possible understanding of the outcome, we carried out two independent DIGE experiments using two different pH ranges, thus, allowing the identification of 106 proteins. Our data revealed the deregulation of proteins involved in cytoskeleton reorganization, PTMs, and translation process. A subset (26.9%) of these proteins is translated from transcripts that include internal ribosome entry site motifs. This supports the hypothesis that during ribosomal stress translation of specific messenger RNAs is altered.